
SAMPLE
Herbert Hensley Henson (1863-1947) was, from 1920 to 1939, the 
eighty-sixth Bishop of  Durham. He was the most distinctive, illustrious 
and formidable dioscesan bishop of  his time. He stood apart from his 
peers, his head erect among the episcopal ostriches. An impartial critic 
once described him sitting among his fellow-prelates ‘like a cat among 
codfish’. He was largely self-educated, formed his own character, 
fashioned his own course and set out to conquer fortune by the force of  
his intellect, mingled with imagination, a combination of  which qualities 
he was dangerously self-conscious. It was self-projection which made 
him the most feared, as well as the most admired, controversialist in 
the Church. He was completely independent of  all organised opinion. 
With a mastery of  dialectic and impatience with anything canting, 
pretentious or delusory, he isolated himself  and on important issues 
usually voted in a minority of  one. The colours of  ink in which he 
dipped his quill ranged from dense black to patrician purple.

The Bishop of  Durham is marked off  from his episcopal colleagues 
by some honorific distinctions. He takes rank next to the Bishop of  
London: he is one of  the three bishops who sit in the House of  Lords by 
title of  their Sees, not in order of  consecration; in his official documents 
he uses a style commonly distinctive of  the archbishops of  Canterbury 
and York, writing himself  bishop ‘by Divine providence’, not, as is 
usual, ‘by Divine permission’; the mitre which surmounts the arms 
of  the See is bound with a ducal coronet and he has the privilege of  
supporting the Sovereign on the right at a coronation. These distinctions 
may perhaps be regarded as the last surviving relics of  the splendour of  
the Palatine jurisdiction which the Bishop of  Durham, alone among 
the bishops of  England, possessed from 1099 to 1836 when it expired 
with Bishop William Van Mildert who, two years earlier, had handed 
over Durham Castle to be the home of  University College, reserving for 
himself  and his successors the use of  a few rooms. The Palatinate was 
founded before the Conquest, and organised in the twelfth century to 
be a kind of  buffer state between England and Scotland, over which the 
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bishop ruled not only as a great spiritual magnate, but also as statesman, 
diplomat, even commander, capable of  standing up against the enemy 
in the field, and the monarch in the council chamber. The diocese of  
Durham was a little kingdom equipped with the complete machinery 
of  Government – courts civil and criminal, sheriffs and other officers, 
parliament, mint, prison and army.

Henson’s presence is easily misinterpreted as being controlled to 
an uncommon degree by the power of  history. It was this capacity 
for identifying himself  with all that had gone before which vested his 
utterances with a sonorous dignity, characteristics of  a bygone age. 
The best description of  Henson’s physical appearance and impact is 
provided by Harold Begbie (‘A gentleman with a duster’), in Painted 
Windows: A Study of  Religious Personality (1922):

Few men are more effective in soliloquy. It is a memorable 
sight to see him standing with his back to one of  the high stone 
mantelpieces in Durham Castle, his feet wide apart on the hearth-
rug, his hands in the opening of  his apron, his trim and dapper 
body swaying ceaselessly from the waist, his head, with its smooth 
boyish hair, bending constantly forward, jerking every now and 
then to emphasise a point in argument, the light in his bright, 
watchful, sometimes mischievous eyes, dancing to the joy of  his 
own voice, the thin lips working with pleasure as they give to 
all his words the fullest value of  vowels and sibilants, the small 
greyish face, with its two slightly protruding teeth on the lower 
lip, almost quivering, almost glowing, with the rhythm of  his 
sentences and the orderly sequence of  his logic. All this composes 
a picture which one does not easily forget. It is like the harangue 
of  a snake, which is more subtle than any beast of  the field. One 
is conscious of  a spell.
  The dark, tapestried room, the carved ceiling, the heavy furniture, 
the embrasured windows, the whole sombre magnificence of the 
historic setting, quiet, almost somnolent, with the enduring memories 
of Cuthbert Tunstall, Joseph Butler, J.B. Lightfoot and Brooke Foss 
Westcott, add a most telling vivacity to the slim and dominating figure 
of this boy-like bishop, who is so athletic in the use of his intellect and 
so happy in every thesis he sets himself to establish.
  It is an equally memorable sight to see him in his castle at 
Bishop Auckland in the role of  host, entertaining people of  
intelligence with the history of  the place, showing the pictures 
and the chapel, exhibiting curious relics of  the past – a restless 
and energetic figure, holding its own in effectiveness against men 
of  greater stature and more commanding presence by an inward 
force which has something of  the tag of  a twitching bowstring.
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Henson enriched his fancy from the persons he met, the scenes he 
witnessed, the enterprises in which he engaged, the convictions he 
made his own, the prejudices he acquired, the victories he celebrated 
and the defeats he suffered. These he published in books, articles, 
letters, and most conspicuously in his three-volume autobiography, 
Retrospect of  an Unimportant Life (1942, 1943, 1950) based on a minute 
number of  entries from his journal, written daily, with some gaps, in 
101 books from 12 May 1885 to 7 April 1947. On its own Retrospect 
is not a balanced statement of  objective fact for, throughout, personal 
judgement predominates. It reveals and conceals Henson. Indeed he 
suppresses the traumas of  his background and early life from everyone 
by building himself  a fortress and wearing armour as thick as a tank. 
The person inside is impenetrable. Only a very few close intimates 
were allowed a glimpse of  a deeply sensitive person, perhaps the result 
of  a craving for the praise and love which were absent from his early 
life. To an extent these circumstances stimulated a monstrous and 
morbid egotism. One consequence and foible was an insatiable desire 
to be noticed. He became a walking arsenal of  erudition with a talent 
for arranging words in memorable sequences and, when heated by 
argument, was a furnace for roasting opponents. There are occasions 
when Retrospect is not simply self-denying but mentally dishonest. 
Reading unpublished entries in his journal restores and confirms 
Henson’s integrity and also reveals a less confident person.

Henson’s output abounds in pithy sayings, vivid pictures and virile 
reasoning. His style is lucid, strong, witty, sometimes biting and bitter, 
never sentimental, verbose or artificial. His scorn for whatever was 
unreal or ostentatious, or merely conventional, adds a cutting edge to 
his phrases. He was adept at exposing hypocrisy and flattening folly. 
In The Idea of  a Christian Society (1939) T.S. Eliot noted: ‘I must take 
this opportunity for calling attention to the great excellence of  Bishop 
Hensley Henson’s prose, whether it is employed in a volume prepared 
at leisure, or in an occasional letter to The Times. For vigour and purity 
of  controversial English, he has no superior today, and his writings 
should long continue to be studied by those who aspire to write well.’ 
Henson’s seventy-five books, pamphlets and Open Letters; major 
articles in a variety of  journals; The Bishoprick (quarterly); published 
letters (over five hundred in The Times alone), covered all the decisive, 
divisive and momentous events affecting the Church and the Nation 
from 1887 onwards. 

Henson was renowned as a preacher in the pulpit and speaker on 
the platform. The Chamber in the House of  Lords filled rather than 
emptied when this Lord Spiritual spoke or intervened in debates. 
Queues often formed to hear Henson preach during his years as a 
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Canon of  Westminster Abbey and Rector of  St Margaret’s (1900 to 
1912). He was one of  the few pulpit orators whose sermons transferred 
to print without betraying any of  the looseness of  texture or diffusion 
of  language which are the snares of  spoken rhetoric. A witness was at 
first puzzled by his compelling attraction: 

Apart from his perfection of  literary form it is difficult to account 
for Dr Henson’s eminence as a preacher. Listeners will remember 
a figure rigidified by the necessity of  following a written text, a 
reedy voice with no charm but that of  an exquisitely clean-cut 
enunciation, a very sharp gesture, short and sharp, like a sword-
thrust, an abstinence from the histrionic arts of  weighted pause 
and changed intonation. In recompense for their want was an 
intensity, a searching sincerity, a disinfectant irony at times of  
voice and manner – in brief, that elusive quality of  ‘personality’ 
which is the secret of  power alike in churches, parliament and 
theatres. It is also the quality that provokes hostility, and it is not 
surprising to read of  bitter opposition to the man and his message.
Henson was a serial tergiversator. He disliked the partisan title ‘Anglo-

Catholic’ so called himself  an ‘English Catholic’ at Barking where he 
was an authoritarian traditionalist and spat venom at Dissenters. By 
the time he had reached Westminster he had outgrown his belief  in 
the Apostolic Succession and made public his volte-face in a series of  
sermons in Westminster Abbey: ‘I started on the assumption of  the 
High Church Party – that the Apostolic Succession is vitally necessary 
to a Christian Church. Experience destroyed the conviction; inquiry 
dispersed the theory. I now know that ecclesiastical organization is not 
primary, and I drew the inference frankly’. When he climbed into the 
pulpit of  Great St Mary’s, Cambridge, on 20 October 1901 he made an 
‘Appeal for Unity’ as he ardently promoted the reunion of  the Church 
of  England with other Churches of  the Reformation: ‘I crossed the 
Rubicon which divides ‘Catholicism’ from Protestantism’. In truth 
Henson was asserting the plenary right of  the individual conscience 
against the aggression of  external authority however designated. 

Above all else, after spending most of  his life as a formidable bulwark 
of  Establishment, the later years found him the foremost proponent of  
Disestablishment. This was the result of  a gradual, almost seamless, 
development from The Enabling Act of  1919, not a sudden dramatic 
conversion after the 1927/1928 Revised Prayer Book debacle. On the 
morrow of the rejection the first verse of  Psalm 79, the first prescribed 
psalm for Morning Prayer, was recited by Henson: ‘O God, the heathen 
are come into thine inheritance’. Where matters of  real principle are 
involved and whenever the current of  opinion is flowing strongly in one 
direction it is imperative that people of  learning and ability should be 
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From the portrait by Harold Speed
in the State Room of  Aukland Castle, 1929
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found to be swimming against it. That service Henson rendered to his 
generation. It is of  minor consequence that he failed to persuade the 
majority. There are moments in history where it is more important that a 
person should swim against the current than that he should turn the tide. 

Henson was referred to as ‘a Jacobin lacquered over to look like 
a Tory’. He described himself  as ‘a latitude man who had strayed 
out of  the seventeenth century into the twentieth’. Isolation gave 
that stormy petrel and staunch individualist a peculiar cogency and 
vigour to his advocacy and was responsible for his fearless courage. 
He deliberately courted controversy with an implacable antipathy to 
Russian Communism, Roman Catholicism, the Labour Party, Christian 
Socialism, moral rearmament, spiritual exhibitionism, dismemberment 
of  ancient dioceses, spiritual healing, patronage trusts, and the policy of  
prohibition. His forthright views on education, marriage and divorce, 
miners and trade unions were proclaimed nationally.

 Henson the controversialist is apt to claim the historian’s mind. There 
is another legacy. Henson had a special devotion to two pastoral classics, 
The Country Parson, his Character and Rule of  Holy Life (1652) by George 
Herbert, and The Reformed Pastor (1656) by Richard Baxter. In 1958 
Michael Ramsey, then Archbishop of  York, drew attention to Henson’s 
two volumes of  Ordination Charges Church and Parson in England (1927) 
and Ad Clerum (1937, re-issued 1958) which he considered ‘take their 
place in the line of  great English works on the pastoral office. . . . Those 
who were brought nearest to him in his episcopal character cherished 
most of  all his pastoral wisdom and sympathy’. In the published and 
unpublished Charges a different Henson surfaces: a father-in-God to 
his clergy and a pastoral bishop. This is documented and testified in 
this biography

Henson was not blind to his foibles and failings. In his journal he 
continually questioned whether the decisions he made and the directions 
he took were right, worthy or wise. Should he have been ordained; 
should he have remained single and celibate; should he have spent such 
an inordinate amount of  time and energy devoted to the preparation 
and delivery of  sermons? Would he leave any abiding work? Was his 
journal ‘the humiliating monument of  sterile egotism, the melancholy 
achievement of  self-deluding labour’? In 1928 he wondered: ‘Is it a 
quixotic sincerity which compels me to blurt out in unmistakeable 
decisiveness, the sentiments which, at the moment, reign in my mind? 
Or is it, as my enemies affirm, a demonical fondness for the guardia 
certaminis? Or is it a fatal Cassandra-like clearness of  temperament, at 
once loyal and reckless, brave and yielding, far-seeing and absorbed in 
immediate situations, an amalgam of  all that is most estimable with all 
that is least trustworthy?’. 
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When Henson’s official portrait was painted by Harold Speed in 
1929 the sword of  Anthony Bec, Bishop of  Durham 1284-1311, was 
substituted for the more conventional book and Henson preferred to be 
painted in a preacher’s gown rather than in the more familiar red and 
white convocation dress.

What may be concluded of  Henson’s spiritual odyssey? Retrospect 
provides hints and guesses as to his inner life but only unpublished 
journal entries and some of  his letters open the door to an un-absolved 
penitent. Here may be encountered the mysterious influence of  a hidden 
life of  prayer, of  self-examination, self-abasement and self-oblation. 
Constant journal entries reveal inner conflict and confusion, doubt and 
inconsistency. Henson deeply feared Christ’s judgment. Throughout 
his ministry his uppermost plea was, ‘O God I beseech Thee, look with 
compassion on my faults and failings’. 

The Church of  England is the most curious and chaotically 
comprehensive Church in Christendom. It makes assertions of  
authority and harbours extreme individualism. Yet with all its 
deficiencies there is much in the Church that is special and precious. 
Whatever the faults of  its system, and they are apparent and extreme; 
whatever the scandals of  its history, and they have been many and 
gross; whatever the failures of  its bishops, and they have been frequent 
and disastrous, this at least may be claimed, that Christ has owned the 
Church of  England by many infallible tokens of  His Presence within 
it, as may be discovered in the life, thought, ministry and episcopate 
of  Henson. 

The aim of  Herbert Hensley Henson:  A Biography is to remove an 
episcopal gargoyle and provide a permanent and deserved niche for 
Henson in the history of  the Church.


